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Abstract 

 

The main objective of this research work is to investigate and analyze the stress distribution of piston at actual engine condition. 

In this paper pressure analysis, thermal analysis and thermo-mechanical analysis is done. The parameter used for the analysis is 

operating gas pressure, temperature and material properties of piston. In I.C. Engine piston is most complex and important part 

therefore for smooth running of vehicle piston should be in proper working condition. Piston fail mainly due to mechanical stresses 

and thermal stresses. Analysis of piston is done with boundary conditions, which includes pressure on piston head during working 

condition and uneven temperature distribution from piston head to skirt. The analysis predicts that due to temperature whether the 

top surface of the piston may be damaged or broken during the operating conditions, because damaged or broken parts are so 

expensive to replace and generally are not easily available. The CAD model is created using PRO- E software. CAD model is then 

imported into ANSYS software for geometry and meshing purpose. The FEA performed by using ANSYS. Piston using thermal 

analysis and static analysis applied the temperature, pressure difference material like aluminum alloy and cast iron. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for energy is increasing day by day. The world is depending mostly on fossil fuels to face this energy needs. The 

increase in standard of living demands better mode of transport, hence a large number of automobile companies has been 

introduced. Automobiles provide better transport but the combustion of fuel in automobile engine creates harmful effluents, which 

has an adverse effect on water and air. Combustion generated pollution is by far the largest man made contribution to atmospheric 

pollution. The principal pollutants emitted by the automobile engines are CO, NOX, HC and particulates. The modern day 

automobiles is a result of several technological improvements that have happened over the years and would continue to do so to 

meet the performance demands of Exhaust-Gas Emissions, Fuel Consumption, Power Output, Convenience and Safety. In order 

to reduce emissions and increasing engine performance, modern car engines carefully designed to control the amount. The piston 

reciprocates in the cylinder to complete the cyclic events and transmit gas pores to the crank shaft through the connecting rod. 

Piston is the most important component in an internal combustion engine. The working condition of piston in an internal 

combustion is so worst. During the combustion stroke the fuel get ignited with the help of spark plug. Due to this combustion of 

gases in the cylinder the thermal deformation and mechanical deformation causes piston cracks, tortuosity etc. It is very essential 

to check out or analyze the stress distribution, temperature distribution, heat transfer, thermal load, mechanical load in order to 

minimize the stress, minimize the thermal stress and different loads on working condition of the piston. The internal combustion 

engine piston is made of Al alloy. This creates difference between the running and design clearances. In this study firstly we draw 

the piston model in PRO-E software and finally the piston is analyzed in ANSYS software. 

 Piston 

A piston is a component of reciprocating engines, reciprocating pumps, gas compressors and pneumatic cylinders, among other 

similar mechanisms. It is the moving component that is contained by a cylinder and is made gas-tight by piston rings. In an engine, 

its purpose is to transfer force from expanding gas in the cylinder to the crankshaft via a piston rod and/or connecting rod. In a 

pump, the function is reversed and force is transferred from the crankshaft to the piston for the purpose of compressing or ejecting 

the fluid in the cylinder. In some engines, the piston also acts as a valve by covering and uncovering ports in the cylinder wall. A 
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piston ring is a split ring that fits into a groove on the outer diameter of a piston in a reciprocating engine such as an internal 

combustion engine or steam engine.Piston is a reciprocating component in an engine which converts the chemical energy after the 

burning of fuel into mechanical energy. The piston ring is used to provide seal between the cylinder and piston. It must able to 

work with low friction, high explosive forces and high temperature around 2000℃ to 2800℃.The piston is to be strong but its 

weight should be less to prevent inertia forces due to reciprocating motion. 

 Functions of Piston 

To receive the thrust force generated by the chemical reaction of fuel in the cylinder and transmits to connecting rod and To 

reciprocate in the cylinder, provide seal in suction, compression, expansion and exhaust stroke. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ravinder Reddy P., Ramamurthy G.1995, “Computer Aided Analysis of Thermally Air Gap Insulated Pistons made of 

Composites”, National Conference on Machines and Mechanisms  has investigated to determine both temperature and thermal 

stress distributions in a plasmasprayed magnesia-stabilized. Ekrem Buyukkaya , Muhammet Cerit  et al (2007) has investigated a 

conventional (uncoated) diesel piston, made of aluminum silicon alloy and steel. He has performed thermal analyses on pistons, 

coated with MgO–ZrO2 material by means of using a commercial code, namely ANSYS. Finally, the results of four different 

pistons are compared with each other. The effects of coatings on the thermal behaviors of the pistons are investigated. Bala Showry 

A.V.S et al, Analysis of the stress distribution in the various parts of the piston to know the stresses due to the gas pressure and 

thermal variations using with Ansys.the definite-element analysis software, a three-dimensional definiteelement analysis has been 

carried out to the gasoline engine piston. Considering the thermal boundary condition, the stress and the deformation distribution 

conditions of the piston under the coupling effect of  the thermal load and explosion pressure have been calculated, thus providing 

reference for design improvement. Results show that, the main cause of the piston safety, the piston deformation and the great 

stress is the temperature, so it is feasible to further decrease the piston temperature withtructure optimization. U.I Siodin et al, 

study for wear interaction between piston and piston ringgroove in radial piston ring.This paper  involves simulation of a 2-stroke 

6S35ME marine diesel engine piston to determine its temperature field, thermal, mechanical and coupled thermal mechanical 

stress. The distribution and magnitudes of the afore-mentioned strength parameters are useful in design, failure analysis and 

optimization of the engine piston. The piston model was developed in solid-works and imported into ANSYS for pre-processing, 

loading and post processing. Material model chosen was 10-node tetrahedral thermal solid 87. The simulation parameters used in 

this paper were piston material, combustion pressure, inertial effects and temperature 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

After referring the research journals related to our topic, we come to a conclusion that we can improve the performance of a piston 

and piston ring by improvising the materials. But we aim to obtain sustainable performance at optimum costs. Aluminum alloys 

have better properties but also have high cost, hence we consider Cast Iron for optimization. Mesh optimization can be applied to 

further improve the performance of the piston. Based on the literature survey performed, venture into this research is motivated by 

the fact that Pistons are required to have high performance characteristics and better precision as they are supposed to sustain high 

temperature and stresses. Piston skirt may appear deformation at work, which usually causes crack on the upper end of piston head. 

Due to the deformation, the greatest stress concentration is caused on the upper end of piston, the situation becomes more serious 

when the stiffness of the piston is not enough, and the crack generally appeared at the point A which may gradually extend and 

even cause splitting along the piston vertical. The stress distribution on the piston mainly depends on the deformation of piston. 

Therefore, in order to reduce the stress concentration, the piston crown should have enough stiffness to reduce the deformation. 

 Exponential analysis of piston is hectic and not very precise work. Exact theoretical analysis of piston characteristics is very 

difficult. With the use of high speed computers and the numerical techniques, the piston analysis can be made using CAE. That’s 

why stress analysis is to be performed using simulation software. Thus, the FEA will be carried out for standard piston model used 

in diesel engine and optimization of the same will be carried out. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

The piston and piston rings are designed according to procedures and specifications given in machine design and design data book. 

Dimensions are calculated and these are used for modeling the piston and piston ring in PRO/E as shown in Figure 4.1. Diameter 

is 93mm and thickness is 7mm 
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Fig. 4.1: Importing Ansys 

 The next stage of the modeling is to create meshing of the created model. The below said parameters are used for meshing. The 

mesh model of connecting rod is as shown in figure 3.2. Type of Element: Tetrahedron, number of Nodes: 15082 Number of 

Elements: 7952 

 

 
Fig. 4.2: Meshed model 

 A PRO/E model of piston is used for analysis in ANSYS Workbench. Analysis is done with the pressure of 10 Mpa load applied 

friction end of the piston and fixed at the centre of the piston . It is shown in following Figures 

 
Fig 4.3 Pressure of specimen 

 A PRO/E model of piston is used for analysis in ANSYS Workbench. Analysis is done with the TEMPERATURE 720 C was 

applied at centre axis. It is shown in following Figure 4.8 

 
Fig 4.4 Temperature of specimen 

 Analysis is done with the heat flux 23000 w/m2 and convection 230 w/m2 was applied at body of pistonpedal. It is shown in 

following Figure 4.9. 
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Fig. 4.5: Heat convection of specimen 

 By thermal properties of material, we mean those properties or characteristics of materials which are the functions of temperature 

or heat. We are here concerned with the thermal behaviour of solids i.e., the response of solid material to thermal change, i.e., 

increase or decrease of heat or temperature. Temperature is a thermal property of matter that quantitatively expresses hot and cold. 

It is the manifestation of thermal energy, present in all matter, which is the source of the occurrence of heat, a flow of energy, when 

a body is in contact with another that is colder. Thermometers are calibrated in various temperature scales that historically have 

used various reference points and thermometric substances for definition. The most common scales are the  Celsius scale (formerly 

called centigrade), denoted °C, the Fahrenheit scale (denoted °F), and the Kelvin scale (denoted K), the latter of which is 

predominantly used for scientific purposes by conventions of the International System of Units. When a body has no macroscopic 

chemical reactions or flows of matter or energy, it is said to be in its own internal state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Its 

temperature is uniform in space and unchanging in time. The lowest theoretical temperature is absolute zero, at which no more 

thermal energy can be extracted from a body. Experimentally, it can only be approached very closely, but not reached, which is 

recognized in the third law of thermodynamics. Temperature is important in all fields of natural science, including physics, 

chemistry, Earth science, medicine, and biology, as well as most aspects of daily life. Heat flux or thermal flux, sometimes also 

referred to as heat flux density, heat-flow density or heat flow rate intensity is a flow of energy per unit of area per unit of time. In 

SI its units are watts per square metre (W⋅m−2). It has both a direction and a magnitude, and so it is a vector quantity. To define the 

heat flux at a certain point in space, one takes the limiting case where the size of the surface becomes infinitesimally small. Heat 

flux is often denoted ϕ q the subscript q specifying heat flux, as opposed to mass or momentum flux. Fourier's law is an important 

application of these concepts. The measurement of heat flux can be performed in a few different manners. A commonly known, 

but often impractical, method is performed by measuring a temperature difference over a piece of material with known thermal 

conductivity. This method is analogous to a standard way to measure an electric current, where one measures the voltage drop over 

a known resistor. Usually this method is difficult to perform since the thermal resistance of the material being tested is often not 

known. Accurate values for the material's thickness and thermal conductivity would be required in order to determine thermal 

resistance. Using the thermal resistance, along with temperature measurements on either side of the material, heat flux can then be 

indirectly calculated. A second method of measuring heat flux is by using a heat flux sensor, or heat flux transducer, to directly 

measure the amount of heat being transferred to/from the surface that the heat flux sensor is mounted to. The most common type 

of heat flux sensor is a differential temperature thermopile which operates on essentially the same principle as the first measurement 

method that was mentioned except it has the advantage in that the thermal  resistance/conductivity does not need to be a known 

parameter. These parameters do not have to be known since the heat flux sensor enables an in-situ measurement of the existing 

heat flux by using the Seebeck-Effect. However, differential thermopile heat flux sensors have to be calibrated in order to relate 

their output signals [μV] to heat flux values [W/(m2⋅K)]. Once the heat flux sensor is calibrated it can then be used to directly 

measure heat flux without requiring the rarely known value of thermal resistance or thermal conductivity. 

V. RESULT AND DICUSSION 

For the finite element analysis 10 MPa of pressure is used. The analysis is carried out using PRO/E (creo-parametric) and ANSYS 

work bench software. The maximum and minimum von-misses stress, strain, and deformation, Temperature and heat flux, are 

noted from the ANSYS Work bench. 

 
Fig. 5.1: Temperature-Aluminium result 

 From the figure 5.1 the maximum temperature occurs at the top of the piston is 720 OC and minimum temperature occurs at the 

bottom of the piston is 320.5 C 
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Fig 5.2 Heat flux-Aluminium result 

 From the figure 5.2 the maximum heat flux occurs at the top of the piston is 2.85x106 w/m2 and minimum heat flux occurs at 

the bottom of the piston is 1.322x106 w/m2 

 
Fig 5.3 Temperature-cast iron result 

 From the figure 5.3 the maximum temperature occurs at the top of the piston is 720 O C and minimum temperature occurs at the 

bottom of the piston is 11.59 C 

 
Figure 5.4 Heat flux-Aluminium result 

 From the figure 5.4 the maximum heat flux occurs at the top of the piston is 1.7506x106 w/m2 and minimum heat flux occurs at 

the bottom of the  piston  is 7.57 x106 w/m2 

 PRESSURE 10 Mpa AT CAST IRON 

 
(a) Stress                                    (b) strain 
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(c) Deformation                                                   (d) Strain energy 

Fig. 5.5: pressure- cast iron Results 

Figure 5.5 shows main results of computation: distribution of resultant equivalent stress, equivalent strain, deformation and strain 

energy in the elements of piston. It may be seen that the maximum stress value 1.5648 X108 Pa. Maximum strain value 0.014225 

Maximum deformation 0.00043602 mm and strain energy is 0.087319 J. Static analysis between cast iron and Al alloy piston we 

can say the strength and energy of existing model has been decreased by material change but by changing material from al alloy 

to cast steel to cast iron we may reduce the stress and it has been decrease from 10 Mpa to 5 Mpa. From this we can say this 

material is good. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this project we have done one piston model by using CAD tool (creo-2) and then imported into CAE tool (ANSYS). To improve 

results here we selected another material Al-Alloy and existing material is steel only. And applied real time boundary conditions 

on it but in this case we get good results for existing material only. So we decide to change the design. In a piston used in two 

wheeler and modeled in 3D modelling, software pro/e .and the we analyze the piston with different materials like Aluminum And 

cast steel and cast iron with help of fem. In static conditions when we applied 10 Mpa pressure on existing piston (steel) and piston 

ring produced 2.19 X 109 Pa by changing design and adding zirconium coating we reduced it al alloy, cast iron and stress have 

been reduced but in real time conditions these results are not enough so we have analyse these models with thermal loads also In 

this project we replace piston material cast iron to al-alloy to cast steel to cast iron by this change we are getting same results for 

both reduce our piston and piston ring weight nearly 35% of original piston Finally we conclude caste steel, al alloy and cast iron 

piston and piston ring will satisfy both static and thermal conditions. And it increases the piston and piston ring efficiency. 
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